We analyze the stability of standard, buffered, slotted-Aloha systems. Specifically, we consider a set of N users, each equipped with an infinite buffer. Packets arrive into user i's buffer according to some stationary ergodic Markovian process of intensity i. At the beginning of each slot, if user i has packets in its buffer, it attempts to transmit a packet with fixed probability pi over a shared resource/channel. The transmission is successful only when no other user attempts to use the channel. The stability of such systems has been open since their very first analysis in 1979 by Tsybakov and Mikhailov.
I. INTRODUCTION
R ANDOM multiple access protocols have played a crucial role in the development of both wired and wireless local area networks (LANs) , and yet the performance of even the simplest of these protocols, such as slotted Aloha [1] , [2] , is still not clearly understood. These protocols have generated a lot of research interest in the past 30 years. Random multiple access protocols allow users to share a resource (e.g., a radio channel in wireless LANs) in a distributed manner, and a crucial question is to determine whether these protocols are efficient and fair, or whether they require significant improvements.
In this paper, we consider nonadaptive protocols, where the transmission probability of a given transmitter is basically fixed. We analyze the behavior of the slotted-Aloha protocol in a buffered system with a fixed number of users receiving packets from independent Markovian processes of predefined intensities. We aim at characterizing the stability region of the system. This question has been open since the first stability analysis of Aloha systems in 1979 by Tsybakov and Mikhailov [3] , and we will shortly explain why it is so challenging to Manuscript solve. In this paper, we propose an approximate stability region. If there are two users in the system, or for an arbitrary number of users and specific ratios of the arrival intensities, this region is shown to be exact. Our main theoretical result asserts that the approximate stability region is asymptotically exact when the number of users grows large. To accomplish this, we use mean-field asymptotics: we characterize the system dynamics when the number of users is large; we explore the stability of the system in this limiting regime, and finally explain how stability in the mean-field regime relates to the ergodicity of systems with a finite number of users. We present numerical simulations that further suggest that the proposed approximate stability region is extremely accurate, even with as few as three users. Our analysis accommodates for quite general packet arrival processes, which contrasts with previous work where packet arrivals are often assumed to be i.i.d.
A. Model 1) Slotted Aloha: Consider a communication system where users share a common resource in a distributed manner using the slotted-Aloha protocol. Specifically, time is slotted, and at the beginning of each slot, should a given user have a packet to transmit, it attempts to use the resource with probability . Let represent the vector of fixed transmission probabilities. When two (or more) users decide to transmit a packet simultaneously, a collision occurs and the packets of both users have to be retransmitted.
2) Packet Arrival Processes: Each user is equipped with an infinite buffer, where it stores the packets in a FIFO manner before they are successfully transmitted. Most of existing results on the stability of Aloha deal with very specific packet arrival processes (see Section I-B for details). More precisely, it is often assumed that packets arrive in various buffers according to Bernoulli processes, e.g., at any time slot, a new packet arrives in user-'s buffer with probability and arrivals are independent across time slots.
In this paper, we consider quite general packet arrival processes. Packets arrive into user-'s buffer according to a stationary ergodic process of intensity . The arrival processes are independent across users, and are Markov modulated. More precisely, the packet arrivals for user can be represented by an ergodic Markov chain with stationary probability of being in state , and with transition kernel . The Markov chains are independent across users and take values in a finite space . If at time slot , a new packet arrives into the buffer of user with probability , where s are positive real numbers such that . The average arrival rate of packets per slot at user is then . We use these chains to represent various classes of packet interarrival times. The simplest example is that of Bernoulli arrivals, i.e., when the interarrivals are geometrically distributed with mean (see, e.g., [4] ): in this case, is trivial, and takes a single value only. We could also represent interarrivals that are sums (or random weighted sums) of geometric random variables. In the following, we denote by the proportion of traffic generated by user .
3) Stability Region: Denote by the number of packets in the buffer of user at the beginning of slot . The state of the system is given by at time slot .
is a discrete-time Markov chain. The stability region is defined as the set of vectors such that the system is stable, i.e., is ergodic, for packet arrival rates (see [5] for a general discussion on stability of queues). It is important to remark that, as explained in Section I-B, depends on the transmission probabilities , and on the detailed statistical properties of arrival processes (i.e., on the modulating Markov chains ). But to keep the notation simple, we use to denote the stability region.
B. Related Work
The problem of characterizing the stability region has received a lot of attention in the literature in the three past decades. First of all note that when the system is homogeneous in the sense that does not depend on , then one can show as in [6] that the stability condition is for all regardless of the nature of the arrival process (in this very specific case, all buffers saturate simultaneously at the stability limit). For nonhomogeneous systems with Bernoulli arrivals, an exact characterization has been provided in [3] , [7] , and [8] but only for users. For two users, the stability region is defined by if and only if
The first (resp. second) condition is obtained assuming that at the stability limit, buffer 2 (resp. buffer 1) is saturated. When the number of users is greater than 2, the stability region depends not only on the mean arrival rates , but also on the other detailed statistical properties of the arrival processes. For example, when , the stability condition for a particular buffer depends on the probability that the two other buffers are empty separately or simultaneously. These probabilities could well depend on the detailed characteristics of the arrival processes; see, e.g., [9] . For and Bernoulli arrivals, the stability region can be characterized [9] . When the arrivals are not Bernoulli, the system stability region is unknown.
When the number of users exceeds 3, it becomes very hard to derive explicit stability conditions. For Bernoulli arrivals, as was shown in [9] , the stability region can be recursively described as a function of various stability regions of systems with users, , and of the probabilities that in these systems, some buffers are simultaneously empty. These probabilities are unknown in general, and so is the stability region. The results of [9] have been recently generalized to more general systems of interacting queues [10] . The only previous ex-plicit stability condition for arbitrary is given in [4] ; to obtain this condition, the author has to assume some specific forms for the law of the arrival processes. Some other authors have proposed bounds on the stability region; see, e.g., [11] and [12] . The basic idea behind most of the proposed bounds is to build systems that stochastically dominate (or that are stochastically dominated by) the initial system. For example, a system where one of the buffers is assumed to always be nonempty stochastically dominates the initial system, and hence has a smaller stability region. In [13] , the reader will find an interesting discussion on the existing techniques to derive bounds of the stability region.
It is worth remarking that often in the literature, researchers have been interested in deriving what we refer to as the capacity region of Aloha systems. It is defined as the set of vector such that there exists a vector of transmission probabilities such that the resulting system is stable. In this paper, we fix the transmission probabilities and investigate the stability region, i.e., the set of such that the system is stable. In particular, if we succeed in characterizing the stability region for any vector , then we may easily deduce the capacity region.
C. Contributions
Our main contribution is to propose a simple explicit approximate expression of the stability region . This approximate stability region enjoys the following properties. 1) When the number of users grows large, the gap between and the actual stability region vanishes. 2) Even for small systems, proves to be very accurate. For , one actually has ; for and any other number of users, the approximate region is very accurate. In fact, for any values of , the boundaries of and of intersect on an infinite number of points, which explains the accuracy.
3)
is insensitive in the sense that it depends on the arrival processes through their intensities s only. To prove that becomes exact when grows large, we use mean-field asymptotics. We consider a sequence of systems indexed by the number of users, and let grow large. At the limit when tends to , we show that the dynamics of the system of queues is well approximated by a deterministic nonlinear dynamical system. We derive necessary and sufficient conditions under which the dynamical system is globally stable (in the sense that the system converges toward an equilibrium point that is independent of the initial condition). Finally, we prove that the conditions under which the finite system of queues is ergodic coincide with the global stability conditions of the aforementioned dynamic system when grows large. To our knowledge, this is the first time mean-field asymptotics are used to derive ergodicity conditions of Markov chains.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the approximate stability region is proposed and the main result, i.e., the fact that tends to when is large, is stated in Theorem 1. Sections III and IV are devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.
In Section III, we present a mean-field analysis of the system, and in Section IV, we investigate the stability of the system in the limiting mean-field regime, and explain why the stability condition obtained provides an ergodicity condition of the fi-nite system of queues. In Section V, we present theoretical arguments and numerical experiments to illustrate the accuracy of . We provide extensions of our results in Section VI, and conclude in Section VII.
II. APPROXIMATE STABILITY REGION

A. Approximate Stability Region
We now provide the expression of our proposed approximate stability region for a system with an arbitrary number of users. We prove that this approximation is exact when the number of users grows large. The approximate expression is valid for any arrival processes, which indicates that the stability region becomes insensitive when grows.
Roughly speaking, the approximate stability region is obtained assuming that the evolutions of the queues of various users are independent. Let be the set of such that , , and . The approximate stability region is the region lying below one of boundaries defined by More precisely, is the set of positive vectors such that there exist and with for all . Note that , so the proposed approximation is exact when . The interpretation behind the definition of is clear. Indeed, when we assume that queues evolve independently, the average service rate of queue is , where is interpreted as the probability that user has a packet in its buffer.
B. Main Result
Our main result states that the actual stability region is very close to the proposed approximation when is large. To formalize this, we introduce a sequence of systems indexed by , i.e., the arrival rates are , the transmission probabilities are , and the Markov chains modulating the arrival processes are . In all systems indexed by , we assume that users can be categorized among a finite 1 set of classes. Further, we assume that the proportion of class-users tends to when . The class of a user characterizes its packet arrival process and transmission probability.
For a user of class , we assume that and . This scaling is made so that each user gets a reasonable share of the radio resource, and so that the system is not overloaded. We assume that or equivalently . This assumption is made so as to keep the approximation expression of the stability region simple. 2 Finally, the class of user also defines the Markov chain modulating its arrival process. However, the precise definition of does not affect the validity of our result, and we postpone this definition until Section III-B when it is actually needed in the analysis.
We recall that denotes the stability region of the system indexed by . As explained in Section I-B, the stability region depends on the transmission probabilities and on the detailed statistical nature of the arrival processes. The following theorem compares the stability region with our proposed approximation as gets large. Since does not depend on the modulating Markov chains , the theorem indicates that when is large, the stability region depends on the arrival processes through the mean arrival rates only. Define .
Theorem 1: For any , there exists such that for all :
, then . The aforementioned theorem has several applications. It can be used to infer whether a system of queues is stable under the slotted-Aloha protocol: given the transmission probabilities , one can check whether the arrival rate vector belongs to ; this stability criterion is asymptotically exact when tends to , and proves very accurate even for small systems. Refer to Section V for theoretical explanations of this accuracy, and for numerical examples comparing and . Theorem 1 can be also used to estimate the so-called capacity and Shannon capacity of Aloha systems.
Capacity of Aloha Systems: A consequence of Theorem 1 is that when grows large, and whatever the arrival processes considered, the set traffic of intensities such that there exist transmission probabilities stabilizing the system is the set This result has been conjectured by Tsybakov and Mikhailov in [3] . It has been proved in [4] , but under the assumption that the arrival processes of various users are correlated. The authors of [13] have introduced the so-called sensitivity monotonicity conjecture under which they could also prove the result. Theorem 1 says that when the number of users is large enough, the sensitivity monotonicity conjecture is not needed.
Shannon Capacity of Aloha Systems: It is worth noting that coincides (as the length of each time slot tends to infinity) with the Shannon asymptotic frame asynchronous capacity region of the multiuser collision channel derived in [15] and [16] . Theorem 1 shows that the capacity region and the Shannon capacity region are equivalent when the number of users grows large. In [17] , the reader will find a more detailed discussion on the comparison of these two regions in communication systems.
C. Outline of the Proof of Theorem 1
Theorem 1 is proven in Sections III and IV. The main steps of the proof are as follows.
1) The evolution of the system when grows large is characterized using mean-field asymptotics. The paradigm of mean-field approximation asserts that under some specific assumptions on the way users interact, the stochastic evolution of a system with a large number of users is accurately approximated by a deterministic (nonlinear) dynamical system. It also asserts that asymptotically when is large, users become stochastically independent, and a given user evolves as if all other users were replaced by an independent and appropriately chosen exogenous average field. We provide a detailed description of generic mean-field techniques and results in Section III, and apply them to our system of users/queues. For user of class , the arrival rate and the transmission probability scale as when grows large, and therefore, to characterize the evolution of its queue when grows large, we need to rescale time by a factor , namely we look for the state of the queue at time slots , for any positive time . By convention, we assume that they are of the order of time slots per second, i.e., seconds represent time slots. Applying mean-field techniques, we show that the probability, that there are packets at time , converges to a deterministic limit where is the solution of a set of ODEs, i.e., evolves as a deterministic nonlinear dynamical system. The fact that we start with the finite system with discrete (slotted) time, and that we end up in the limit with continuous-time dynamics is due to the aforementioned time scaling. 2) We provide sufficient and necessary conditions for the global stability of the dynamical system describing the evolution of the system in the mean-field regime. To do so, the set of ODEs describing the evolution of the dynamical system is interpreted as the Kolmogorov equations representing the time evolution of queues with Poisson arrivals and time-varying service rates. We prove global stability by showing that for any initial condition, the dynamical system converges, as time goes to infinity, to a unique equilibrium state. This convergence is stated in Theorem 5. 3) Mean-field techniques typically provide an approximate description of the evolution of the system over finite time horizons. In other words, the convergence is uniform over compact sets of time, e.g., for all for a given . Here, we wish to study the ergodicity of slotted-Aloha systems, which basically relates to the system dynamics over an infinite time horizon. Hence, classical mean-field asymptotic results are necessary but not sufficient to prove Theorem 1. The main technical contribution of this paper is to explain how mean-field asymptotics can be used to infer the ergodicity of the finite systems. The basic idea is to couple the dynamics of our slotted-Aloha systems with queues to the mean-field system by the use of virtual systems. This is done in Section IV-B, where we show that, when grows large, the ergodicity of the initial system of queues is equivalent to the global stability of the mean-field dynamical system.
III. MEAN-FIELD ASYMPTOTICS
In this section, we first present a generic mean-field analysis of a system of interacting particles and then apply the results obtained to slotted-Aloha systems. Let us first give some notations.
Notation: Let be a complete separable metric space and denotes the space of probability measures on . denotes the distribution of the -valued random variable . Let be the set of right-continuous functions with lefthanded limits, endowed with the Skorohod topology associated with the metric ; see [18, p. 168] . With this metric, is complete and separable. For two probability measures , , we denote by their distance in total variation.
A. Generic Particle System and Its Mean-Field Limit
Consider a system of particles evolving in a state space at discrete time slots . is a finite set, and is at most countable. At time , the state of particle is . The first component of is fixed, and is used to represent the class of a particle as explained later.
represents the state of particle at time . The state of the system at time can be described by the empirical measure , where is the usual Dirac delta function:
, while for , . Each particle is attached to an individual environment whose state at time slot belongs to a finite space . is a Markov chain with kernel independent of . Particles of the same class share the same kernel:
, implies . The Markov chains are independent across particles, and are assumed to be in stationary regime at time 0. Let be the stationary distribution of the individual environment of a class-particle.
Evolution of the Particles: We represent the possible transitions for a particle by a finite set of mappings from to . An -transition for a particle in state leads this particle to the state . In each time slot, the state of a particle has a transition with probability independently of everything else. If a transition occurs for a particle whose individual environment is in state , this transition is an -transition with probability , where , , and denote the state of the particle, the empirical measure before the transition, and the state of its individual environment, respectively. Hence, in this state, an -transition occurs with probability (1) with for all . Note that we do not completely specify the transition kernel of the Markov chain on . All what we require is that each particle has a transition with probability independently of the other particles. However given that transitions occur for two (or more) particles, these transitions can be arbitrarily correlated [but with marginals given by (1)]. Note also that the chains evolve quickly compared to . We make the following assumptions on the transition probabilities . A1. Uniform convergence of to A2. The functions are uniformly Lipschitz: for all ,
In what follows, we characterize the evolution of the system when the number of particles grows. According to (1), as , the evolution of slows down (where is measured in slots). Hence to derive a limiting behavior we define where is measured in seconds. When , the environment processes evolve rapidly, and the particles see an average of the environments. We define the average transition rates for a particle in state by (2) 1) Transient Regimes: In mean-field theory, particles are usually exchangeable: recall that a random variable is exchangeable if for all permutations , , and have the same law.
Theorem 2: Suppose that the initial values , , are exchangeable and such that their empirical measure converges in distribution to a deterministic limit . Then under Assumptions A1 and A2, there exists a probability measure on such that for all finite set of particles In the aforementioned theorem, denotes the trajectory of particle , which is a random variable taking values in . The result is then stronger than having the weak convergence of the distribution of in for any . For instance, it allows us to get information about the time spent by a particle in a given state during the time interval . the initial values are exchangeable and may be contradictory with the assumption that the particles evolve according to their class . Theorem 2 may still be applied in this setting by taking any arbitrary condition , and considering the exchangeable vector , where is a random permutation uniformly distributed over the set of all permutations.
The theorem states that the trajectories of the particles become independent when the number of particles grows large. The independence allows us to derive an explicit expression for the system state evolution.
Define where . is the limiting (when ) probability that a particle is in state at time , . 
The differential equation (3) have a natural simple interpretation is the total mean incoming flow of particles to state , whereas is the mean outgoing flow from .
2) Stationary Regime: Theorems 2 and 3 state the convergence of and characterize the limiting system evolution over finite time intervals only (recall that we use the topology induced by the metric , [18] ). However, they do not say anything about the long-term behavior of the system. With extra assumptions, this limitation can be overcome. Assume that for some integer , the Markov chain is a positive recurrent on a subset of . Then there exists an invariant probability measure in . Note that the marginals of depend only of the class of the user. With extra assumptions, the invariant measures can also be described by the mean-field regime of the systems in equilibrium. More precisely, we need two additional assumptions.
A3. For all large enough, the Markov chain on a subset of is a positive recurrent. The set of marginals of the stationary distributions is tight: i.e., for any there exists a finite set such that for any , where is the th marginal of . A4. The dynamical system (3) is globally stable. There exists a measure satisfying
for all and such that for all satisfying (3), for all , . When A3 and A4 hold, the asymptotic independence of the particles also holds in the stationary regime, and is the limiting distribution of a single particle: ] where a more general particle system model is studied. They basically state that over finite time horizon, the evolutions of various particles are independent when grows large, which is intuitively clear (because each particle has a state transition with probability at most ). The proof of these theorems consists in formalizing this observation (the proof ideas and techniques are for example presented in [20] - [23] ).
B. Slow and Fast Markov Modulated Arrival Process
Before applying mean-field convergence theorems to our slotted-Aloha systems, we need to precisely describe the packet arrival processes. As mentioned in Section I, these processes are modulated by some Markov chains with finite state space. Denote by the Markov chain modulating the arrivals at user-buffer in the system with users, and denote by the corresponding kernel.
Remember that in the sequence of systems considered, users are categorized into a finite set of classes. If user is of class , the Markov chain is assumed to be in steady state with probability of being in state , in which case the probability that a packet arrives in user-buffer is , where are positive real numbers such that . We assume that the Markov chains are independent. Depending on the underlying applications, the Markov chains may be fast or slow: may evolve over time intervals of the order of a single time slot (fast modulation) or of the order of time slots (slow modulation). To represent these two scenarios, we introduce continuous-time Markov processes , , taking values in with jump rate kernel (expressed in transitions per second), and we assume that the corresponding Markov chains modulating the arrivals of various users are as follows.
Sequence of type 1-fast modulated arrivals. In this case, for all , the law of is equal to that of (recall that seconds roughly represent slots). In other words, the modulating Markov chain changes state on the scale of time slots; i.e., times faster than the speed at which the user evolves (e.g., the speed at which the user attempts to transmit a packet). In this case, . Sequence of type 2-slowly modulated arrivals. In this case, for all , the law of is equal to that of ; i.e., the speed of the modulating Markov chains is proportional to the speed at which the user evolves. In this case,
C. Slotted-Aloha Systems-Sequence of Type 1
Consider a type-1 sequence of slotted-Aloha systems as described in the paragraph preceding Theorem 1. In the system with users, consider a class-user . When it has a packet in its buffer, it transmits with probability . The packet arrivals in its buffer are driven by an -valued Markov chain in a stationary regime with distribution and whose transition kernel depends on only. When , a new packet arrives in its buffer with probability (refer to Section I-A for the notation).
The system can be represented as a system of interacting particles as described in Section III-A. Each user corresponds to a particle whose state at time slot represents its class , and the length of its buffer: ; i.e., . The individual environment of particle at time slot is . Denote by the empirical measure of the system at time slot :
. Assume that at time slot , the empirical measure is . The possible transitions for a user/particle are a packet arrival in the buffer (we index this kind of transition by ), and a packet departure (indexed by ). Then, . If user (/particle) is in state , and if its individual environment is , the probabilities of transition for the next slot are given as follows. The state becomes with probability and with probability where is the proportion of users of class and is the proportion of users of class with nonempty buffers Denote by the proportion of class-users at the limit when grows large. When , the functions , converge to , where
One can easily check that Assumptions A1 and A2 are satisfied. Moreover, the limiting averaged transition rates are At time 0, we apply a random and uniformly distributed permutation to the users so that their initial states become exchangeable. This operation does not change the stability of the system. Finally, we scale time and consider . We can apply Theorems 2 and 3, and conclude that when grows large, the evolutions of the users become independent. Furthermore, at time , if denotes the limiting probability that a user of class has packets in its buffer , we have (5) with (6) For a given , (5) are the Kolmogorov equations corresponding to the evolution of the number of clients in a queue with Poisson arrivals, exponential service requirements, and time-varying capacity equal to at time , in short to an queue. One can also write the evolution of the workload of a queue of class (7) Finally, multiplying by and summing over , we can characterize the evolution of the total workload as (8)
D. Slotted-Aloha Systems-Sequence of Type 2
Consider now a sequence of slotted-Aloha systems of type 2. Here, the Markov chains modulating the arrival processes evolve at the same rate as the users. The only difference with a sequence of type 1 is then that for any user of class , we have for all , . Again, the system can be represented as a system of interacting particles, but without individual environments: the state of the Markov chain modulating the arrival process is included in the particle state. Hence, we define ; i.e., . We have now three types of transitions: arrivals, departures, and changes in the state of the modulating Markov chain. Assume that at time slot , the empirical measure of the system is , and consider a particle in state . The transition probabilities for the next slot are given as follows. 
where is given by (6) with . For a given , (9) are the Kolmogorov equations corresponding to the evolution of the number of clients in a queue with Poissonmodulated arrivals, exponential service requirements, and timevarying capacity equal to at time . In the following, we denote by such a queue: the superscript represents the kernel of the process modulating the arrival rates, and the subscript means that the capacity is timevarying. Now for a given class , multiplying (9) by , and then summing over and , one gets (7) where ; this is due to the fact that we assumed that the Markov chains modulating the arrivals are initially in their stationary regimes, which implies that for any , . Note finally that (8) is also valid [as a direct consequence of (7)].
IV. ASYMPTOTIC STABILITY
A. Stability of the Limiting System
We now investigate the stability of the dynamical system (9) corresponding to a sequence of slotted Aloha of type 2. Actually, analyzing the stability of (9) is more difficult than analyzing that of the dynamical system (5) corresponding to a sequence of slotted Aloha of type 1. It turns out that they have exactly the same stability condition. The analysis of (5) for sequences of type 1 follows from the analysis of (9) for sequences of type 2 where is a singleton and . Assume that . In the following, we denote by and the unique solutions in and in , respectively, of
Define the function from to by . Let
. The stability of the dynamical system is given by the following theorem whose proof is presented in Appendix.
Theorem 5:
(a) Assume that (11) Then and the dynamical system (9) is globally stable. (b) If for some , or if then the dynamical system is unstable. (c) If , then the system is not globally stable.
If , then the condition is always satisfied and in this case, the aforementioned theorem states that the stability region of (9) is , where for , is the following subset of :
can be actually interpreted as the stability region of a generalized system obtained from (9) by adding a slot availability probability to the service rate of class-users; i.e., this service rate becomes . The sets for are used in the remaining of the proof of Theorem 1, and this is why they are introduced here.
We now provide an alternative representation of that will be essential in the sequel. Define as the subset of whose upper Pareto boundary is the union of the following surfaces :
Then, we have the following.
Proposition 1: If , then . Moreover, the map with is a homeomorphism (one-to-one bicontinuous function).
The proof of the aforementioned result is presented in the Appendix.
B. Stability of the Finite System of Queues
To conclude the proof of Theorem 1, we need to relate the stability region of the dynamical system (9) to the stability region of the finite system of queues. This crucial step relies heavily on the specific structure of the system of queues.
1) Sufficient Ergodicity Condition: The arrival (resp. transmission) rate of a user of class is (resp. ).
Let
. Then, in this setting, iff , where is the -dimensional vector , and for , is the subset of whose Pareto boundary is the union (over ) of the following surfaces:
We may thus rephrase Theorem 1(a): for all , . Note also that as goes large, converges to (their Hausdorff distance is of order ). We now consider systems built from our original systems but such that each slot is available for transmission with probability , i.i.d. over slots. We show the following result by induction on , and deduce Theorem 1(a) applying it for . "For any and , if for all sufficiently large, , then, for all sufficiently large, the system with queues is stable. Furthermore, in such a case, the marginals of the stationary distributions of such systems constitute a tight family of probability measures."
As already noted the marginals of the stationary distribution depend only on the class of the user. The notion of tightness of has been defined in Section III, Assumption A3.
Let us first prove the result when . In such case, all the queues are similar, and the system is then homogenous. We have and the system is stable iff by [9] . Now assume that . Consider a particular queue: at any time, its distribution is stochastically bounded by the distribution we would obtain assuming that all the other queues are saturated. In the latter system, the stationary distribution of the queue considered is that of a Markovian queue of load for some . Tightness follows. Now let us assume that the result is true when , and let us prove it when . Assume that for large enough, . Letting tend to infinity, we deduce that . In particular, is below a boundary for some class . Then, is also below (where is the unit vector with all entries but equal to 0). In other words, there exists such that for all , with (12) and (13) Also, denote by the -dimensional vector built from where the th component has been removed. We have and thus for some . It follows that for all large enough (14) Consider the stochastically dominant system where all queues of class different from see saturated queues of class . For the latter subsystem, in view of (14), we can apply the induction result. We conclude that for large enough, the dominant system without queues of class is stable, and that the family of the marginal of the corresponding stationary distributions is tight.
From Theorem 5 applied to the dominant systems without queues of class , we know that the corresponding limiting system is globally stable. We can then apply Theorem 4 to these systems to characterize the probability that a slot is available and left idle by all queues different from under . Indeed, for , let be the probability that a classuser has a nonempty buffer under ; then, by Theorem 4, where and
. However by Proposition 1, the map from to is bijective. Hence, , defined by (12) . Also, multiplying by and summing over all , we get that is the smallest solution of the equation
. Finally, we deduce that . Now consider the queues of class in the dominant system. From (13) , for large enough, . We may thus apply to the system of class-queues the recursion hypothesis for , and users. We deduce that in the dominant system, the queues of class are stable for large enough, and that their stationary distributions are tight. We conclude the proof noting that the original systems are stochastically dominated by systems that are stable for large enough, and such that their stationary distributions are tight.
2) Necessary Ergodicity Condition: We first start with a remark that has already been used. If , then there exists such that for every where is the smallest solution of the equation . Moreover
Assume now that . Then by construction there exist a class and such that . It follows from what precedes that we may find and such that and where is the smallest solution of . We shall prove that there exists an integer such that for all , the system is unstable if or, equivalently, if (15) where is defined in the previous paragraph. We note that the convergence of to implies that for all large enough and where , , and are defined previously.
As already noted, the system is monotone with respect to the arrival process: if we remove some incoming packets, the buffers cannot increase. Hence, it is sufficient to prove that a modified system obtained from an independent thinning of the arrival process of all users is unstable. Specifically, we consider the system where all incoming packets of all users of classes different from are removed with probability independently.
It is sufficient to show that this latter system is unstable. Hence, up to replacing by , we can assume directly that for all large enough, and . Now, we define the stopping time If we prove that for a given initial condition , then the system is transient. As in the previous paragraph, we consider the dominant system where all users of classes different from see class-users as saturated. Note that on the event all class-users are saturated on ; hence, on this time interval the dominant system and the original system couple. From the strong Markov property, it implies that is equal to the probability that for all , the buffer of all class-users in the dominant system is larger than . Now, from Section IV-BI: for large enough, the dominant system restricted to users of classes different from is stable, and the asymptotic proportion of slots left idle by the queues of class different from is , with . By construction, for all with large enough,
Now let be the set of users of class and let . We consider a new dominant system where user and all users of class different from see saturated all users in . Here again, on the event all class-users are saturated on , and hence on this time interval the new dominant system and the original system couple. We define Then, from the union bound, if the initial condition is the same for all class-users, we get that or equivalently, Let be the number of packets that have arrived up to time at user . By ergodicity, a.s.
. Similarly, let denote the number of slots by time where user would have transmitted successfully if its buffer was nonempty. By the law of large numbers a.s.
. Thus, from (16) a.s. and, for a suitably large initial condition for the buffers of class-users, we deduce that for any . In particular, for this initial condition, and this concludes the proof of Theorem 1(b). Fig. 1 . Curves where @3 and @3 coincide. A = (p (1 0 p ); p (1 0 p ); 0); B = (p (1 0p ); 0; p (1 0p )); C = (0; p (1 0p ); p (1 0p )); D = (p (1 0 p (1 0 p );p (1 0 p (1 0 p ); p (1 0 p )(1 0 p )).
V. ACCURACY OF
How far is the approximate region from the actual stability region? Theorem 1 says that the gap tends to 0 when the number of users grows large. But even for small , is quite an accurate approximation as illustrated in the numerical examples provided later. Why is the approximate region so accurate?
A. -Homogeneous Systems
This accuracy can be explained by remarking that the boundaries of the regions and coincide in many scenarios. Remember that can be interpreted as the stability region one would get if the evolutions of the different buffers were independent. As a consequence, it provides the exact stability condition for scenarios where, in the stability limit, the buffers become independent.
Definition 1 ( -Homogeneous Directions): A direction (a vector with unit -norm)
is -homogeneous for the system considered if there exists a permutation of such that for all , does not depend on .
In the following, without loss of generality, when a direction is -homogeneous, the corresponding permutation is given by for all . The following proposition, proved in the Appendix, formalizes the fact that the boundaries of and coincide on a set of curves corresponding to -homogeneous directions. In case , Fig. 1 gives a schematic illustration of these curves.
Proposition 2: Assume that
, where is a -homogeneous direction for the system considered. Define and similarly . Then if and for , then
B. Numerical Examples
We now illustrate the accuracy of using numerical experiments. We first explain how to construct . Assume that the traffic distribution is fixed and let us find the maximum total arrival rate such that belongs to the closure of . It can be easily shown that at this maximum, the user such that is . Indeed, since for all , , then and Note that we have used the fact that is monotonically decreasing in . We deduce the maximum arrival rate Example 1: First, we consider the case of sources, each transmitting with probability 1/3. We vary the relative values of the arrival rates at various queues: , and
. We vary from 1 to 50. It can be shown that the approximate stability condition is In Fig. 2 (left) we compare this limit to the actual stability limit found by simulation with Bernoulli arrivals (Simulation 1) and hypergeometric arrivals (Simulation 2). In the latter case, the interarrivals for each user are i.i.d., and an interarrival is a geometric random variable with parameter with probability 1/2, and with probability 1/2. This increases the variance of interarrivals (when is small, the variance scales as ). In the numerical experiment, we chose . Remark that the stability region is roughly insensitive to the distribution of interarrivals. This insensitivity has been also observed in the other examples presented in this section. The simulation results have been obtained running the system for about packet arrivals. Note finally that the arrival rates are chosen so that the system is not -homogeneous.
Example 2:
We make a similar numerical experiment when , , are equal to 0.6, 0.3, 0.1, respectively. The arrival rates at the three queues are as in Example 1. We vary from 0.1 and 10. For , at the boundary of , queue 3 is saturated , whereas for , queue 2 is saturated . The approximate stability condition is if if Fig. 2(center) illustrates the accuracy of .
Example 3: Finally, we illustrate the accuracy of when the number of users grows. Each user is assumed to transmit with probability and the traffic distribution is such that for all . Hence, again the system is not -homogeneous. One can easily show that in this direction, the approximate stability condition is In Fig. 2(right) , we compare the boundary of with that of when the distribution is linearly decreasing with . Again as expected, provides an excellent approximation of the saturation level in the actual system.
VI. EXTENSIONS
So far we have assumed that users could be categorized into a finite set of classes, where the class of a user characterizes the packet arrival rate and its transmission probability. Although the number of classes could be made arbitrarily large, it may be of interest to remove this assumption. In this section, we discuss a possible way to do it.
We may consider a sequence of systems indexed by . System has queues. For queue , the packet arrival process is of average where we assume that , and transmits with probability where . The arrival processes are of the same type at each queue, . We assume that for any Borel set (17) for some probability measure concentrated on . We further assume that has strictly positive density on its support, and that the set converges as to the support of w.r.t. to Hausdorff distance. We denote by the stability region of system . To show that Theorem 1 holds, we may discretize the set of arrival rates and transmission probabilities, and use montonicity properties, and the results of Theorem 1 in the case of a finite set of classes. Next we describe how to prove assertion (a) of Theorem 1 (sufficient condition for stability).
We propose the following discretization. Fix . We replace the system indexed by by a system with a finite set of classes:
is replaced by and is replaced by
With these new arrival rates and transmission probabilities, users can be categorized into a finite set of classes, and in view of (17) , the assumption made to prove Theorem 1 hold. Note that we have increased the arrival rates, and decreased the transmission probabilities. Also remark than when is small, the new system gives an accurate approximation of the initial system. Now the crucial step is to show that with this discretization if the new system is stable, then the initial system is also stable (remark that we increase the arrival rates and decrease the transmission probabilities, so this assertion should be valid although it would require a rigorous proof). Now recall and which were introduced earlier in this paper for the initial and modified systems, respectively. It may be easily shown that for any , we can find and such that for all
We may then use Theorem 1 to conclude. Assume that ; then we have . From Theorem 1 (we have a discrete system now), we deduce that the modified system is stable, which implies that the initial system is also stable.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have provided a very accurate approximate stability region for classical slotted-Aloha systems. This approximate region has been shown to be exact when the number of users becomes large, but is also extremely accurate for small systems. The analysis has been generalized to the case of CSMA systems.
In this paper, we have considered network scenarios where all users share a common channel, and that only a single user can transmit successfully at a time. An important question that remains to be investigated is the case where users do not interfere with all other users, i.e., several users can simultaneously transmit successfully. For example, a popular model in the literature consists in modeling user interaction by an interference graph. In such network scenarios, how efficient are nonadaptive CSMA protocols? We have provided a preliminary analysis of such network scenarios in [24] , but without presenting complete proofs and without being able to deduce results characterizing the efficiency of CSMA protocols. APPENDIX 1) Proof of Theorem 5: The proof relies on the probabilistic interpretation of the dynamical system (9) as a collection of queues: a queue parameterized by has Markovian arrivals of intensity and following kernel , and it is served at rate at time . Now for two probability measures , on , we write (and say that is stochastically greater than ) if for all and all , . For a collection of probability measures on , we also define . For two sets of measures (18) Let us now denote by the set of probability measures solution of (9) with for all , . We also define , and for all , the workload of a queue of type when the system starts in state . is obtained when we start with an empty system, i.e., for all . We have (the proof is presented later in this appendix) the following.
Lemma 1: If for all , , then
Furthermore: , , Proof of (a): Stability Starting From an Empty System: Assume that we start from an empty system. Then and from Lemma 1, is stochastically increasing in time, and is a nondecreasing function. This also implies that increases, and then, by (8) Remark also that converges to some when . From the aforementioned equation, we deduce that since by (8) , decreases if . Next, so the workload is stable as and the distribution of queue is that of an queue with service rate . Hence, so and . Finally, is directly deduced from . Proof of (a): Arbitrary Initial Condition: We first state a further property of a system starting empty. The result, proved later in this appendix, says that converges rapidly to when .
Proposition 3: Define for all , . Then, we have (19) Assume that the initial state is . By monotonicity, for all and . This implies for any (20) Note also that (the latter inequality is by assumption). Combining this observation with (20) . Proof of (c): We just show here that the dynamical system has two fixed points. We have already shown that, if for all , , and if the system starts at 0, then it converges to a fixed point where and where a queue of subset has the same distribution as a stationary queue of capacity . Now the second fixed point is obtained as follows. Assume for all . Suppose also that the initial condition for queues of subset is the stationary distribution of an queue with capacity . Then, the derivatives in (9) are all 0 and we have identified a second fixed point.
2) Proof of Lemma 1:
The proof of the first statement relies on (18) and a standard coupling argument (refer to [25] ). Indeed, observe that the arrivals are exogenous so we can make the arrival process identical in both copies of the coupled chains. Also note that (18) implies that the service rates of the queues in the system starting from remain always greater than those of the queues in the system starting from . To prove the second statement, observe that for all , . Hence, by monotonicity, .
3) Proof of Proposition 3:
To prove (19) , we compare the system with another system that starts empty too, and whose evolution is characterized by (9) where is replaced by . We denote by the solution of this new system, and define . We also denote by its total workload at time . The new system is equivalent to a system of independent queues with Poisson modulated arrivals and constant capacities (equal to for type-queue). Note that the service rates of the queues in the new system are smaller than those in the original system. We deduce for all Also remark that the original and the new systems have the same stationary behavior, which implies that . Then
Hence, we have
To prove (19) , it suffices to show that for all , converges exponentially fast to when . As mentioned previously, represents the probability that a queue, initially empty, with Poisson modulated arrivals, exponential service requirements, and constant capacity . Thus to prove (19) , we just need to show that a queue with Poisson modulated arrivals is exponentially ergodic 3 under the usual stability condition. This is what we prove next.
Exponential Ergodicity of Queues With Poisson Modulated Arrivals: The proof of the exponential ergodicity of queues with Poisson modulated arrivals can be done classically, showing that the spectral gap of the corresponding Markov process is positive. We give the proof for completeness. 3 An ergodic and stationary Markov process is exponentially ergodic, if its distribution converges exponentially fast to the its stationary distribution.
Consider a queue of capacity . Clients arrive according to a Poisson modulated process. The service requirements are i.i.d. exponentially distributed with mean 1. The arrivals are modulated by a -valued Markov process whose transition kernel is , and stationary distribution .
is a finite set. When , clients arrive at rate . Assume that the queue is ergodic, i.e.,
. Denote by the number of clients in the queue at time . Let denote the kernel of the Markov process . We have for all , Let denote the stationary probability to be in state . Following [26] , to prove exponential ergodicity, we just need to show that the spectral gap of is strictly positive. The gap is defined by where is the set of measurable functions such that and . The following lemma states the exponential ergodicity of the queue.
Lemma 2:
Proof: We can first show that there exist two strictly positive constants such that for all (22) where for some . Actually, this result can be obtained using one of the classical methods to derive the tail of the stationary distribution of a queue with modulated arrivals; for example, refer to Theorem 2.4 in [27] .
Note that is the steady-state distribution of a Markov process with two independent components: . is the Markov process representing the number of clients in an queue with load , and and are independent. Denote by the transition kernel of . From (22) , we deduce that there exists a constant such that , where (resp. ) is the Cheeger constant of (resp. ); see [28] . For example, is defined by
The Cheeger constant and the spectral gap are related. Actually thanks to Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 in [28] , there exists a constant such that
The same inequalities (with a different constant ) hold for . Now observe that . This is due to the fact that by [26, Th. 2.6] , is the minimum of the spectral gap of and that of . Both are strictly positive ( is a birth-death process; see [26, Corollary 3.8] ; can take a finite number of values). We conclude Hence, .
4) Proof of Proposition 1:
We use the notation: for , , , . Let be the to function whose -component is , and let . The derivative of is where and .
is a rank one matrix with one nonzero eigenvalue, associated with the eigenvector . Since , the inverse of is the positive matrix by inspection. We get that is a homeomorphism from to the star-like domain . Since is nonsingular, it follows that the image of points in the interior of is mapped to the interior of (since includes a ball around by the first-order approximation) and that points on the boundary of are mapped to the boundary of (again by the first-order approximation). Also, the upper and lower boundaries of are, respectively, mapped to the upper boundary (the union of the ) and lower boundary of . Moreover, since the inverse of is a positive matrix, we get that if then . It follows that the boundaries of are Pareto boundaries so .
5) Proof of Proposition 2:
Consider systems obtained from the original systems but where each slot is available for transmission with probability , i.i.d. over slots. We denote by the corresponding stability region (of course it depends on the arrivals rates, transmission probabilities, and modulating Markov for the arrival processes). We prove the result using Szpankowski recursive expression for . Let us show by induction on that the following result holds.
"For -homogeneous systems with slots available with probability , and such that and for , we have "For , the result follows from the stability analysis of systems with two queues only. Assume that the result holds for all . Consider a -homogeneous system. From [9] , we know that the system is stable if and only if there exists such that
where , , and denotes the stationary probability that the buffers from set are not empty in a system where user has been removed and has been replaced by . Note that (23) ensures that these probabilities exist.
Remark that when removing user , the remaining system is -homogeneous. By induction, if , we deduce that for any , condition (23) is equivalent to (25) When the latter condition is satisfied, it is easy to show that buffer in the original system is stable, i.e., (24) holds. Indeed, consider the stochastically dominant system where users , always transmit with probability . Then, the stability condition of buffers and is that of a two-buffer system with slot-availability probability equal to . The latter system is stable if and only if which is equivalent to
One can verify that . One can also show that conditions (23)-(24) with imply stronger restrictions on than similar conditions for , which concludes the proof.
